In queueing system, upon the server is idle, one of control policy for determining the timing of server activated is when a fixed number N of customers accumulates for service in the system. However, on some practical situations such as watching video file online, the threshold value N may vary depending on different situations. For such situation, this paper studies a random N-policy Geo/G/1 queue, where N is determined as each new cycle begins. We derive some system characteristics, such as system size, idle period, busy period and sojourn time, by using the probability generating function and supplementary variable technique. We also prove that the system size of a continuous-time random N-policy M/G/1 queue can be approximated by the presented discrete-time model.
Introduction
In real life situations, it is usual to consider that the server may carry out other secondary jobs, such as maintenance, repair, work in another system or simply taking a rest, when it is idle. One of control policy for determining the timing of server restarted is when a fixed number N of customers accumulates for service in the system. But there arises some practical situations where, upon emptying the queue, the server decides on a random number N of customers to accumulate before he is activated. Hence, the number N may vary with different cycles. For example, when an user wants to play video file and activates the streaming player, the streaming player will download and store the uncertain size of data (random N, N is newly determined every time for a new cycle beginning, depending the network bandwidth) in the buffer in advance before playing the data. The user can watch the video file before the entire video file has been downloaded. To analyze such 1 N  customers waiting for service in which N is a fixed value. Extensive literatures exist on the N-policy continuous-time queues with different circumstances, and the readers may refer to Bell (1971) , Kimura (1981) , Takagi (1993a) , Bisdikian (1994) , Gakis et al. (1995) , Wang and Huang (1995) , Wang and Ke (2000) , Ke and Wang (2002) , Ke (2006) , Zhang and Xu (2008) , Wang and Huang (2009) , Choudhury et al. (2009) , Wang et al. (2010) , Choudhury et al. (2011) , Chang and Pearn (2011 ), and Yang et al. (2011 ), Chen (2012 . On the other hand, the N-policy discrete-time queues has just received little attention in the literatures. Takagi (1993b) derived the queue size and waiting time under the N-policy Geo/G/1 queue with batch arrival. Bohm and Mohanty (1994) customers in the system reaches N after the server is deactivated, the server is activated with probability p or deactivated with probability 1-p till N+1 customers in the system.
In this paper, we study a N-policy Geo/G/1 queueing system, where N is a random variable. For such system, we firstly developed some important system characteristics, such as the expected number of customers, the expected lengths of the idle period and the busy period. Secondly, we derived the explicit form for the expected sojourn of a customer in the queue and confirmed the little formula. Thirdly, we proved that the system size of a continuous-time random N-policy M/G/1 queue can be approximated by the presented discrete-time model. Finally, a cost model is constructed and parametric analysis is performed to study the effect of changes in coefficient of variance of the different distributions of random threshold N on the expected system length.
Model Description
In the investigated system, when all customers are served completely, the server waits in the 4 system until the queue lengths reaches a random threshold N ( 1 N  ), which N is newly determined every time a new cycle begins, and the server is immediately turned on to serve waiting customers.
Arriving customers form a single waiting line based on first-come, first-served discipline and are assumed to be served exhaustively. Furthermore, various stochastic processes are independent of each other. It is assumed that inter-arrival times of customers 1 {} nn A   are i.i.d. geometric random variables with parameter rate  . Both random threshold N and service time B are general distributions. The probability mass functions, j-th factorial moments, 1, 2 j  , and probability generating functions of random threshold N and service time are listed as follows.
[ ( 1)]
In particular, in continuous-time queues an arrival and a departure never happen simultaneously (i.e., the probability of an arrival and a departure occurring simultaneously is zero), hence the order of an arrival and a departure can be easily distinguishable. However, in discrete-time system, time is treated as a discrete variable (slot), and an arrival and a departure can only occur at boundary epochs of time slots (i.e., an arrival and a departure may occur concurrently in a slot). If we want to compute the number of messages in the system at time slot n and let it have a precise meaning, the order of the arrivals and departures must be stated. 
Steady-state solutions and stationary distribution
In this section, we investigate the steady-state solutions and stationary distribution.
Steady-state solutions
We define () n  as the server state at time n  and it has two possible values, (0, j) and 1. Thus, the sequence of
forms a Markov chain and the state space is
To study the steady-state solutions, we define the following limiting probabilities: The node (j, k) denotes that k customers are in the system and the server will not activate till j customers are accumulated, 0 jk ; (ii) the arrow from node (j, k) (current state) to (j, k+1) (next state) denotes that the transition probability from the current state ((0, ), )
iii) similarly, the arrow from node (j, k) to itself means that the transition probability from the current state ((0, ), )
In the busy phase: (i) the node k denotes k customers in the system and the remaining service times of a being served customer, 1 k  ; (ii) the arrow from node k to node k+1 denotes that the transition probability from the current state (1, , 1)
iii) the arrow from node k+1 to node k denotes that the transition probability from the current state (1, 1,1) 
The arrow from node 1 in the busy phase to node (j,0) in the idle phase denotes that the transition probability from the current state
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where 1   .
From (1) and (2) we obtain
To solve these equations, we define the following generating functions,
Multiplying (1)- (2) by k z and summing over k , ()
I
Gz can be rewrote as
Using the similar approach, multiplying (3)- (4) 
By inserting
By substituting both (5) and (6) into (9) yields
Let S denote the system size and ) (z
S
be the probability generating function of the system size.
By following from (7) and (10) , we can obtain
To derive (1, 1) P , by using the normalization condition
( 
Noted that
is the probability generating function of the system size in the classical Geo/G/1 queue and
Remark 1 : As the probability
which is referred to the classical N-policy Geo/G/1 queue.
Stationary distribution of the server state and the expected system size
To derive the stationary distribution of the server state, we define the following:
 I P the probability that the server is idle;  B P the probability that the server is turned on (working);  0 P the probability that the system is empty.
Substituting (12) into (7) and (10) yields
10
(1,1)
Employing (5), (6) and (12), the probability that the system is empty is given by
To obtain the expected system size E[S], we differentiate ) (z S in (13) and set 1 z  . We found that the numerator and denominator are both 0. Hence, using L'Hospital's rule twice, the expected system size E[S] is given by
[] 2 2 1 
The probability generating function of the system size is
which coincides with the formula (5) of the probability generating function of the system size in the random N-policy M/G/1queue in Bisdikian (1994) .
The idle period, busy period and sojourn time
This section studies the idle period, busy period, and sojourn time of the investigated system.
An idle period starts at the departure instant of a customer which leaves the system empty and terminates when accumulated customers reaches N , where N may be 1,2,…. A busy period starts at the beginning of a service and terminates when a service is completed and the system is empty.
According to the definition, the probability generating function for the length of an idle period is given by
and the expected length of idle period is
For busy period, we let () z  be the probability generating function of busy period of classical Geo/G/1 with late arrive delay access.
. Because a busy period starts the accumulated customers Nk  , k=1,2,…, with probability k n , thus the probability generating function of the busy period is given by
which leads to the expected length of the busy period as (1) (1) [ ]
1
From (19) and (21), we get the expected length of the busy cycle
In case of sojourn time, we define that the sojourn time in the system immediately after the slot (n +1) is the sum of the service times of all customers in the queue and the remaining service time of a customer being served at that time. Hence, the probability generating functions of sojourn time are defined as follows:
I W z idle  the probability generating function of a customer's sojourn time in the system conditioning that the server state is idle;
B W z busy the probability generating function of a customer's sojourn time in the system conditioning that the server state is busy.
Noted that there are two situations of the server at the epoch of a tagged arrival, a tagged customer may arrive and find k customers ( 0  k ) in the system as the server is idle and a tagged customer may arrive while the server is busy and find k customers in the system. When the situation one is happened, the server will be turned on for serving customers if j customers are accumulated in the queue. Under such situation, the sojourn time in the system of this tagged customer is the 13 service time of the preceding k customers plus the time of 1 jk  arrivals and his service time,
In case of situation two, the sojourn time in the system of a tagged customer consists of: (i) the remaining service time of the customer being served at time n  ; and (ii) the service time of the k customers (including himself) at time n  . We have
[
By unconditioning (22) and (23), the sojourn time in the system of an arbitrary customer is given by
Finally we obtain
which leads to the sojourn time in the system as 
Wz is the probability generating function of the tagged customer's waiting 14 time in the queue and () Bz is the probability generating function of the tagged customer's service time.
Cost Model
In this section, we construct an expected cost function per unit time for a random N-policy Geo/G/1 queue. The most important one of the reasons to employ a control policy in queueing systems is to manage the system economically. We define the cost elements firstly as follows: 
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Next, we consider some distributions of the random variable N and by way of handling the parameters of these distributions, the minimum expected cost is achieved.
(1) Assume random variable N obeys a geometric distribution with parameter From figures 3 and 4 we can see that the expected system length increases as the coefficient of variation increases for all distributions of random threshold N and the expected system length can drastically increase as the coefficient of variation is large than some level. From figure 3 we also can see that at the same coefficient of variation the larger parameter r of ( , )
Nb r  has the larger expected system length. In case of discrete uniform distribution (see figure 4) , at the same coefficient of variation the expected system length increases as y of
[ , ] Du y b increases.
Conclusions
In this work, we investigated a Geo/G/1 queue with the random N-policy. The analytical results of the system performances for the random N-policy Geo/G/1 queue were derived. It was also shown that the system size of a continuous-time random N-policy M/G/1 queue can be approximated by the discrete-time model. The expected cost function per unit time was constructed and parametric analysis was performed to study the effect of changes in coefficient of variance of the different distributions of random threshold N on the expected system length. The results revealed that the expected system length increases as the coefficient of variation increases for all distributions of random threshold N.
